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MECM-202
M.E./M.Tech. II Semester Examination, June 2020

Computer Aided Design For Process Equipment
Time : Three Hours

Maximum Marks : 70

Note : i) Attempt any five questions.

ii) All questions carry equal marks.

iii) Draw neat sketch and assume suitable data wherever you required.

1. a) What is the structure and scope of computer aided design system? Explain with suitable
example.

b) Name five things that would affect the locations of different pieces of equipment when
determining the layout of equipment in a process unit.

2. a) Why properties data buses are important in computer aided design system? Explain its
application in thermo physical, thermodynamic and transportation computation.

b) What is meant by basic and detailed design of heat exchangers?

3. a) Give equations for calculation of pressure drop in shell and tube heat exchanger and explain
all the terms.

b) Write an algorithm for the design and calculation of forward feed multiple effect evaporator.

4. a) Explain Convergence procedure to find out the bubble point temperature of a binary vapour
liquid mixture. State the assumptions made and explain the notation used clearly.

b) Give detailed procedure for simulation of binary distillation column using McCabe Thiele
method.

5. a) Draw and explain algorithm for establishing distillation column pressure and condenser type.
b) Write stepwise procedure for performance calculations in a packed bed absorber.

6. a) What are the methods used to determine rate equation from the experimental data. Explain
them in detail.

b) Discuss the design procedure for the design of adiabatic plug flow reactor.

7. a) Develop a model for an energy equation in a CSTR where consecutive reactions are occurring.
State the assumptions completely.

b) Write a programme for solving three CSTRs in series.

8 a) What is a recycle process? How an executive program identifies recycle in the process?
b) What are the advantages of Cad? What is Applications Cad Software Package?
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